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Halo2994 

i am about to run a game set in the 4th age of Middle-Earth. 

what would be some story hooks to use in this period? 

I am not a stickler about details but i would like my game to at least follow the spirit of 

the original LotR books. 

for example; there will still be a few elves around (with there power greatly 

diminished) . There will not be armies of black skinned elves puring out of 

underground passages waving scimitars. 

ideas so far: - the return of the Witch King - a dragon - a war between the races of men 

other ideas? 

 

Narshal 

In my campaign set in the 4th age, I've had the following. 

War of Gondor versus the Easterlings and orc tribes. 

To fill the power vacuum in Moria, a dragon set up show and was gathering armies of 

orcs. 

Also, not all elves have left Middle Earth, if I remember, the last elf to leave was 

Círdan the shipwright, the one who takes cares of Grey Havens. He left several years 

after Aragorn died. 

I had a minor plot where Sauron tried to regain power. At the end of the 2nd age when 

Sauron lost the ring, it took many years to regain power. He was powerful but 

diminshed since most of his power was in the One ring. When the One ring was 

destroyed, most of his power was gone. If the plot wasn't foiled by my players, I'd 

have Sauron come back but merely be mortal. 

BTW, the Witch King of Arnor was killed as per the prophecy. It couldn't be killed by 

a man. So a hobbit and a woman killed him. There are still his stuff and they were 

heavily tainted by evil. Someone could find those and become corrupted. 
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Omegatron 

 Return of the two Blue Wizards - Allatar & Palando (sp?), who both fell to darkness 

and dark arts and became rival sorcerer-kings of two dueling Eastern Empires. 

They've sent agents west, and will soon descend upon the lands of Free Folk with all 

their power. After they've eliminated the threat of Elessar's Kingdom, they will turn 

on one another in all-out war. Make one of these Blue Wizards a woman, I'd say. 

Unfinished Tales never says otherwise, and it helps to differentiate them. 

 The wayward Were-Bear descendants of Beorn are spreading their art in a fanatic 

anti-civilization cult. Out of Mirkwood they strike into Dale and Laketown and 

Dwarfholds and all of the Wilderlands. Soon they will be on Rohan/Arnor's doorstep, 

and some have even infiltrated the great cities of the south. Grim maulings and 

murders that could have only been perpetrated by ursine creatures. Even more 

disturbing, it is said that Radagast the Brown may be the leader of these sects of 

werebears and Wild Men. 

 An Orc Shaman rises among the scattered tribes of former Mordor. No follower of 

Sauron, he wishes to unify all Goblinkind under his/her dread banner. A decidedly 

socialist and/or democratic banner... A new kingdom and a new age. Not for men or 

elves OR maiar - but for Orcs! What do the "Free Peoples" do when the spawn of 

evil are Freer than they are? 

 A former Dunedain Ranger has raided the Angmar ruins of the Witch Kings former 

stronghold. Reading forbidden texts and blasphemous tomes, his mind has been 

warped to the will of the enemy. He has discerned the lore necessary to bind the 

Wights and Spectres and Vampires and Werewolves of all the lands to his will. 

Naming himself the Duskenlord, his unliving wild hunt has begun it's terrible, 

murderous conquest of the north - in MORGOTH's name. 

 A Dragon well versed in dark arts has taken human shape- that of a Gondor 

noble/knight. He's gaining followers and supplicants both aware and unaware of his 

true form. He has even begun foul experiments reminiscent of Saruman's failed arts- 

the breeding of serpentine Dragon Men. So entrenched is his influence, soon he will 

be able to take a great part of the kingdom without shedding an ounce of blood. He is 

also betrothed to the Princess of Gondor. If one of his foul Half-Dragons is spawned 

through this marriage, he will have a legitimate claim to the throne. 

 One of the few remaining Elf Lords in Middle Earth decides that it is better to Rule 

in a Fallen World than Serve in the Paradise of Valinor. (S)He has rallied more than 

half of the remaining elves to her, and stands ready to take control of one of the small 

remaining Elf Kingdoms. Using their supernatural arts, they plan to create a realm of 

elven supremacy. 

They certainly could be more Tolkienesque, yeah. I'd do all of the above - For 

maximum danger! 

 

FBM 



I wouldn't say return of the Witch King; he's gone gone gone. But we don't know what 

happened to the Mouth of Sauron. 

Fighting to take back the orc strongholds in the Misty Mountains and up to Angmar. 

This could be tied in to the campaign to secure and rebuild Arnor. 

There is reference to battles of conquest between Gondor & allies and it's neighbors to 

the east and south. 

There are still wolf-heads and owl-hoots lurking around Eregion, and these will have 

to be brought to heel. 

Dwarves may get it in their heads to explore the caverns of the Misty Mountains to kill 

the surviving Orcs and reclaim treasures and bones of their longfathers. 

There are a great many lands that now lie empty since war and plague overtook them. 

A campaign could be as simple as a settlers blazing a new trail in the wilderness. 

Depending on the scale you choose, you can develop a campaign in a valley, a region, 

or the whole of the known world. 

 

Halo2994 

Quote: Originally Posted by Narshal BTW, the Witch King of Arnor was killed as per 

the prophecy. It couldn't be killed by a man. So a hobbit and a woman killed him. 

There are still his stuff and they were heavily tainted by evil. Someone could find those 

and become corrupted. 

i like your ideas but i am going to have to disagree with you about the Witch King 

When he was beaten at the battle of Pelennor Fields the book reads 

Quote: Shapeless they (his mantel and hauberk) lay now on the ground, torn and 

tumbled; and a cry went up into the shuddering air, and faded into a shrill wailing, 

passing with the wind, a voice bodiless and thin that died, and was swallowed up, and 

never heard again in that age of the world. 

of course it is the "that age of the world" line that leads me to think that he survived. 

Plus their seems to be a pattern of the followers of the great evil of the last age being 

the great evils of the current age. 

can't believe i forgot, even for a moment about the Blue Wizards though, thanks. 

-halo 

 

Chekist 

Their is a mod to the PC strategy game Rome Total War for the Fourth Age. 



They use an unpublished Tolkien fragment called The New Shadow for inspiration 

where centuries after the War of the Ring a secret cult of Morgoth begins undermining 

the united kingdom of Gondor and Arnor. 

In the mod this cult can take control over the Gondorean province established in the 

former slave plantations of Mordor and create a new dark lordship. 

Their is also the mystery of the three other wizards - another Saruman could arise far 

to the east. 

There is also no reason why orcs and trolls have to disappear completely - you can still 

have some hanging around Grendel-like (orc is actually the term used for Grendel in 

Beowulf) and even whole goblin kingdoms in the more remote mountains. 

Although the high elves will almost all be gone you'll still have sylvan elves in 

Mirkwood and Lothlorien - and these are much more playable than a Noldor or Sindar 

would be. 

Overall though it would be an even lower-magic and lower-fantasy world than the 

Third Age. 

 

MW Turnage 

We never learn what became of Radagast, the Brown Wizard save that he apparently 

went native. We know that he is still alive at the time of the War of the Ring, but 

considered of no importance by Saurman. There's good reason to believe that the Great 

Eagles that rescue Gandalf from Isengard are directed by Radagast in some way, and 

I've seen argument that he helped Treebeard and the Ents in subtle ways. 

Perhaps Radagast becomes the focus of a Fourth Age 'Green' movement opposing the 

growth of the lands of Men? Maybe he becomes devoted to the idea of keeping at least 

some portions of Middle-Earth 'wild'? More intriguing, maybe he stayed out of the 

conflict with Sauron in preparation for a later conflict with a threat he considered 

greater? Bear in mind that we don't really know what happened to Ungoliant...perhaps 

it has been sleeping since the First Age? Maybe a B5-like scenario with it being time 

for the end of the direct influence of the Maiar and Tom Bombadbil being in the 

position of Lorien? 

 

Nahualt 

When I planned for my own 4th age game, I just went with a civil war in Gondor. 

There were some rustlings of the workings of Orcs and forces of shadow, But in the 

end the war was nothing more than the result of man's greed. :) 

 



Ialdabaoth 

Is it canonically established that Beorn and Ragadash are two different people, and not 

just two different guises for the same Maia? 

 

MW Turnage 

Quote: Originally Posted by Ialdabaoth View Post Is it canonically established that 

Beorn and Ragadash are two different people, and not just two different guises for the 

same Maia? 

Tolkien explicitly stated that Beorn was a Man in one of his letters. 

As an aside, the Encyclopedia of Arda site is invaluable if you're considering a 

Middle-Earth game. 

Another idea about what happened to Radagast is that he came to Lothlórien during 

the War of the Ring. The history in the LotR Appendices say that Dol Guldur attacked 

them three times, but that due to the 'power within' only Sauron himself could have 

defeated them. While canonically that's attributed to Galadriel's possession and use of 

the elf-ring Nenya, one could argue that the presence of an Istari would help cement 

that... 

 

dolfanar 

As i understand it only the Elves who were fromt he undying lands left middle-earth. I 

could be wrong, but your stock wood elves would still be around int he fourth age. 

Dragons and the heavy-hitting creatures are G-O-N-E. Having any of them return 

should be treated as a MAJOR event. This goes for NAzgul and everything else. Don't 

go re-introducing these willy-nilly. 

The Blue Wizards are most definatly the big bad unknown threat I would use. they are 

in the mysterious east,and since Sauron was obviously using easterling warriors, 

perhaps these were Sauron's "partners" just as Saruman was. Now with Saruman and 

Sauron gone, they maybe the logical successors. They need to ally with the Harad and 

the remaining Orcs in the west for a new offensive. A bunch of the Fellowship are still 

around 50-60 years intot he fourst age, plus you have Aragorn's kids. 

I would start by having Orcs start being active and starting to get organized which 

starts to raise questions. Gimli will probably be leading the Dwarves, and Legolas and 

major player with the Elves. Perhaps the PC's could be agents of these two powers 

investigating this. As the investigation begins you start having reports of another 

Harad build-up, and the odd raiding party going into Gondor and Rohir, with possible 

links to the Orcs which starts people thinking that Sauron has returned. Just when 

everyone thinks they are in for a tough (but winnable) fight with the Harad & Orcs, an 



Easterling Army appears on the march, and things look grim. Around that time 

Radagast shows up in the Gandalf role of mentor (and Master of exposition) and starts 

putting some of the dots together as to what is really going on. I would also throw in 

one of the Blue Wizards turning on the other at a critical moment (possibly due to PC 

actions). I would NOT have one become a good guy, but he would split the bad guy's 

so the united west could put them down. I would consider the possibility of the PC's 

getting the Harad to change sides, as I believe in the canon Aragorn manages peace 

with the Harad at some point. 

That's how I would set up the "Big Conflict", with a few other small picture plots 

inter-woven in there. 

 

GandalfOfBorg 

Check out the last few issues of The Hall of Fire; I've been working on a pretty large 

campaign for the 4th Age centered around the recovery of the palantiri, travel all over 

western Middle-earth, and an attempt by a secret cult from the South attempting to 

bring about the apolcalypse to free Melkor from his bondage. 

(23-3-2008) 

 

gloomhound 

I would have Radagast as a stand in for Gandalf. He can play the same role but not 

appearing to be as competent, gives more freedom to the PCs. 

I would use a Blue Wizard as the opposition but not the heavy Saruman was. (One the 

things that may have passed along with the Third Age was moral absolutism) 

Perhaps a quest to find where Ungoliant Rests? 

Maybe with the passing of the age the great magic are fading and Pallando seeks a 

source of the old powers not the petty magics of this age of men. 
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